
WPGateway Secure 

 

EXTREME PLAN :- 

 

 

 

This section makes your website invisible to hackers with its different options and helps 

reducing the hacking attempts. 

 

1. Hide misc data :- This option hide WP miscellaneous data. 

 

2. Hide theme:- This option hides and changes the path for the theme. Thus, other 

people are unable to check the exact path for the theme. It renames the style sheet and 

changes its path. Moreover, it sets path for parent theme and for the parent theme 

stylesheets, too. 



3. Hides wp-includes:- This option hides path for wp-includes folder. 

 

4. Hides plugins:- This option changes the path for plugins folder. Thus, attackers are 

unable to get the list of installed plugins on website. 

 

5. Hides uploads:- This option changes the path for uploads folder.  

Note: For hide uploads option, it changes the default path for images. So if you have lot 

of traffic coming to your site from Google images, you might lose that. 

 

6. Hides wp-login:- With this option you can change the path for the admin. 

 

7. Hides wp-signup:- This option changes the sign up path for WordPress for the 

subscriber accounts if you have that enabled. 

 

8. Hides wp-admin folder:- This restricts the wp-admin folder access. 

 

Note:- If you change admin path (Hide wp-login.php) then the default path changes 

from wp-admin to the defined path. If you want to disable this feature and want to 

login using “/wp-admin” only, then you have to disable/empty  “Hide wp-admin folder.” 

option too. If both these options (Hide wp-login.php and Hide wp-admin folder) are 

disable them wp-admin will work. 

 

 

9. Hides wp-post-comment.php :- wp-post-comment.php is used to post comments on 

your site, so it is also an easy way to find if your site is WordPress based. You can hide 

this by checking this option.  

 

10. Hides misc wp-*.php files :- It hides all of the wp files which are used for other 

operations in WordPress. This does not affect  your WordPress site functionality. 

 

11. Minify/cleanup CSS:- It minify stylesheets added in your site. 

 

12. Minify/cleanup HTML:- Sometimes WordPress plugins put little comments on your 

webpage which are not visible but can be visible to hackers or other people who are 

scanning your website. So this option cleans up comments, etc. on your site. 

 

NOTE:-   This feature automatically updates new Blacklisted IP's, Spam Bots or IP's 

with dangerous software. It removes previously added blocked IP's and upgrades the 

blocked IP list with new IP addresses. 


